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The research – heart pacemakers to sleep & other
biological changes & precaution for schoolchildren

Effects on heart pacemakers

The following sources of RF have been reported by pacemaker wearers to have the effects noted.
 Car bluetooth ~ Had to be returned when it interfered with the pacemaker and made the

wearer unwell.
 IPOD ~ In most cases when the IPOD was held within 50 mm of the pacemaker for 5-10

seconds, it interfered with its functioning. One instance of interference still at 450 mm, and
in  another,  the  pacemaker  stopped  working  altogether.  Study  by  the  Cardiovascular
Institute at Michigan State University. Portable digital media players such as iPODs, or
worse, iPhones, can interfere with the operation of implantable loop recorders used for
diagnosis of intermittent cardiovascular symptoms (Thaker 2008, 2009a, 2009b).

 Microwave oven ~ At 3 feet from the oven, the wearer experienced a small vibration that
felt like a slight 'buzzing' in the centre of their chest, coinciding with the time of operation
of the oven.

 Security scanner ~ The 'wand' part of a security scanner can stop pacemakers; one wearer
felt dizzy when exposed, but the feeling passed off.

 TV wireless headphone ~ Caused one wearer to pass out at once.
 Wii games ~ Pulse rate went down to 54, though the pacemaker usually keeps it at 60.

General 'interference'.
 Wireless router for for broadband internet connection with laptop  ~ Pacemaker went

'crazy' even at 1.5 feet away, from the little 'radar switch'; the router had to be switched off
after 5 minutes.

Emotional effects

Mobile  phone  radiation  exposure  reduced  the  emotionality  of  rats  (as  shown  in  bonding
behaviours) whilst it did not affect general locomotion (Narayanan 2012).

Kidney effects

RF radiation was found to interfere with gene expression during early rat gestation and resulted
in aberrations of a particular bone protein, known to affect the development of the kidney. The
authors felt that this may reflect a delay in the development of the kidney in newborn rats. The
protein was affected differently depending the timing of exposure (Pyrpasopoulou 2004). 

Lifespan

In an experiment by Bartsch (2010), the survival time for female rats was significantly shortened
by RF exposure  by nearly  10%,  though the  month of  birth  also affected results.  The authors
concluded “Chronic exposure to a low-intensity GSM-like signal may exert negative health effects and
shorten survival time if applied  for sufficiently long a time and the period covers the full life span.  
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Limb changes in utero

Polydactyly, (more then 5 digits), induced by electromagnetic pulses was accompanied by gene
changes and decreased percentage of programmed cell death during limb development (Yang
2013).

Liver damage

Exposure to RF radiation led to some oxidative destruction in liver tissue in rabbits (Tomruk
2010). 

Medical interference

Seidman  (2011)  reported  that  “In  a  hospital  setting  decreased  throughput  and  communication
breakdowns can cause wireless medical devices to fail. It is therefore vital to have an understanding of the
effect EMI can have on wireless communication devices.” In a study of 4 large teaching hospitals,
Morrissey (2002) concluded “Overall, no cell phone signal was exempt from producing electromagnetic
interference effects.” 

Neurological changes

Gerd Oberfeld and his colleagues in the Public health Dept in Salzburg measured brain wave
changes in volunteers exposed to 1 V/m pulsed radiation from a GSM base station 80 metres
away. The changes in relative strength of alpha 1, alpha 2 and beta brain waves were documented
from EEG measurements. It was suggested that these findings verified the prediction by Gerard
Hyland (2000) that the pulsing pattern of GSM phone systems would resonate with the lower
frequency human brainwaves.

Significant EEG changes implying that brain functioning had been affected by low-frequency
microwaves was found in a study by Vorobyov (2010). Alpha band activity was found to be
altered by RF exposure (Perentos 2013). Low frequency RF was found to change EEG, depending
on frequency (Hinrikus 2008).

In  a  study  looking  at  the  spectral  power  coherence  (SPC),  which  reflects  the  pattern  of  co-
ordination of delta, theta, alpha and beta EEG bands, when exposed to 900MHz and 1800MHz
signals, the delta rhythm was less consequential than the others. In the absence of radiation, males
exhibit higher overall SPC than females. These differences disappear in the presence of 900MHz
and are reversed in the presence of 1800MHz (Hountala 2008).

Kolodynski & Kolodynska (1996) found that school children living near a Radio Location Station
in Latvia had memory and attention problems, their reaction time was slower and their motor
functions were poor.

Rats exposed to low power density microwaves had significant deficits in spatial learning and
memory  performance  (Li  2008).  The  authors  believed  that  glucocorticoids  contributed to  the
effect.  Cognitive  processes  such  as  attention  and  short-term  memory  were  affected  by
microwaves modulated at 7 Hz (Lass 2002). 

When  Hocking  &  Westerman  (2003)  searched  11  original  articles  investigating  neurological
effects, they found that threshold studies found neurological abnormalities, though only a small
proportion of exposed people develop the symptoms. 
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WiFi exposure exerted gender-related alterations on neural activity associated with the amount of
attentional  resources  engaged  during  a  linguistic  test  adjusted  to  induce  working  memory
(Papageorgiou 2011).

Reproductive problems 

Two studies looking at occupational exposure to RF in the Norwegian navy (Møllerløkken 2008,
Baste 2008) showed an increased risk of infertility in men exposed to radiofrequency fields; the
higher the exposure, the greater the risk for infertility. Where children were born to exposed men,
there were a greater number of girls born than boys.

A  Chinese  study  (Xu  2009)  showed  toxic  changes  to  female  rats'  reproductive  organs  with
exposure to RF radiation. However, the frequency (30 MHz) used experimentally is likely to be
military radar and uncommonly encountered, and at signal levels where an individual,  to be
exposed, would have to be working nearby, or in the main beam. 

Female pregnant rats injected with blood serum from other RF-exposed rats resulted in adverse
effects  on  foetal  and  offspring  development,  including  higher  mortality  rates  in  utero  and
postnatally (Liaginskaia 2010).

In environments where pregnant women might wear portable radios near their abdomens, the
foetal SAR exposure could be higher than the RF safety guidelines for occupational exposure
(Akimoto 2010). 

A study by Lishko (2010) showed that human sperm move to the egg in an electrically created
pathway. This may well be affected by external EMFs, which could explain some of the research
findings. Mice have much larger sperm (relatively speaking) than humans, so they may not be
affected as much. This could be significant when many of the laboratory studies are carried out in
mice. 

Male RF heater operators had changed semen quality and hormonal differences, despite the RF
levels not exceeding standard levels and guidelines (Grajewski 2000).

The following graph shows an increase in risk of miscarriage for pregnant physiotherapists who
have increased exposure to microwaves, as a result of their occupation. The microwave levels are
not particularly high and are similar to those which will be found in many places near mobile
phone base stations and in homes and workplaces with DECT phones and wireless LAN systems.

Liu (2007) found that the use of a microwave oven or a mobile phone were risk factors for early
spontaneous abortion.
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GSM  radiation  decreased  the  reproductive  effect  in  flies  by  cell  death  induction.  The  effect
diminished  with  the  distance  from  the  antenna  and  decreasing  intensities.  An  increased
bioactivity 'window' was seen at 20-30 cm from the antenna, where the effect became highest, in
relation to  shorter  or  longer distances  (Panagopoulos  2010a).  A further  study (Panagopoulos
2010b) showed that the reproductive capacity decreased almost linearly with increasing exposure
duration to both GSM 900 and DCS 1800 radiation, suggesting that short-term exposures to these
radiations have cumulative effects on living beings.

Ozlem Nisbet (2012) found that  exposure to RF EMFs caused an increase in testosterone level,
epididymal  sperm  motility  (forward),  and  normal  sperm  morphology  of  rats.  The  authors
concluded that 1800 and 900 MHz EMF could be considered to be a cause of precocious puberty
in growing rats. 

Effects on sleep

Sleep problems affect around 10 to 12 per cent of the adult population, according to Professor
Colin Espie, director of the University of Glasgow Sleep Research Laboratory. By his definition, a
chronic insomniac is someone who spends at least 30 minutes trying to get to sleep or is awake
for at least 30 minutes during the night, at least three times a week for three months. This is
similar to what is reported by people who live near RF transmitters. Sleep recharges the brain,
repairing  important  neuronal  connections  and  helping  it  organise  data.  Sleep also  gives  the
cardiovascular system a break and helps damaged cells mend themselves. So any effect on sleep
quality may express itself in many different symptoms according to individual susceptibility.

Humans use cryptochrome in our biological clocks. Cryptochrome is affected by RF (Ritz 2004),
and this interaction may be responsible for the poor sleep patterns often reported in people living
near mobile  phone masts.  They suffer fatigue during the day and interrupted sleep at night.
Crouzier (2007) found that RF exposure affected the quantity of time spent in REM sleep. 

The Schwarzenburg radio transmitter in Switzerland was shut down in 1998, and Altpeter and
his colleagues did a ‘before and after’ study (2006) on sleep quality and melatonin excretion (a
measure  of  melatonin availability)  in  nearby residents.  They found an improvement  in  sleep
quality and melatonin excretion after the mast ceased broadcasting, depending on the previous
level  of  RF exposure,  but  only  in  poor  sleepers.  They accepted that  there  may have  been  a
psychosomatic  element  in  their  result. Mohler  (2010)  found  no  association  between
environmental  far-field  RF  exposure  and sleep  disturbances  or  excessive  daytime  sleepiness;
neither did Danker-Hopfe (2010) in a laboratory setting.

Studies have linked disturbed sleep patterns to heart  disease and diabetes,  and found that  a
twentysomething deprived of sleep for 36 hours will have the mental capacity of a 60-year-old. 

The RAC says that sleepy drivers were to blame for 20,000 crashes last year. Sleep deprivation
results in a reduced ability to make sense of what is seen. There can be severe drops in visual
processing  and  attention.  In  between  there  may  be  periods  of  apparently  normal  brain
functioning which can lead to a false sense of competency and security (Chee 2008). This clearly
could have serious consequences if people were suffering sleep problems and engaged in work
that needed a clear focus of concentration. 

A study by Clark (2007) showed that there may be a sensitive subgroup of women who react to
RF transmissions with a reduction in melatonin levels, especially post menopause. As this is such
a potent hormone with respect to our health, this deserves further investigation.
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Other biological changes

De Pomerai’s team (2003) found that exposure to microwave radiation enhanced the aggregation
of bovine serum albumin, in a similar way to heating, and that the effect could be inhibited in a
similar way to the way heat-shock responses caused by temperature increases were inhibited.

Rats were exposed for 30 days to a far-field source of RF, and antibody levels were higher on day
7 compared with day 14. The authors suggested it was an oxidative intracellular stress-reaction
(Grigor'ev 2010).

Chromosome  aberrations  were  found  in  people  occupationally  exposed  to  RF.  The  average
numbers  of  changes  in  examined  groups  were  significantly  higher  than  that  observed  in
unexposed  individuals.  A  positive  correlation  between  the  total  number  of  chromosome
aberrations and cumulative 6-years dosage was also found. The data emphasized the dangerous
effects  of  prolonged exposure  and indicated that  chromosomal  aberration analysis  should be
obligatory for individuals working at radio-relay stations (Lalić 2001). 

Changes in the circulatory system and a significant relationship between blood pressure and
neurovegetative regulation disorders were found to be associated with occupational exposure to
RF below ICNIRP limits (Bortkiewicz 2003).

Orendáčová (2009) found that 2.45 GHz radiation induced age- and dose-dependent changes in
proliferating cell numbers in the nervous system of newborn rats, at levels similar to those that
will  be found in classrooms where there is  WiFi.  Del  Vecchio (2009a)  found reduced neurite
growth and maturation after exposure to 900 MHz radiation. The team suggested that it was only
under certain conditions that the exposure acted as a co-stressor for neurodegenerative oxidative
damage (2009b). Avci (2012) and Bilgici (2013) found oxidative stress in blood and brain tissue
following exposure to RF radiation and that garlic had a protective effect.  Yurekli  (2006) also
found oxidative stress biomarkers in rats exposed to GSM far field signals such as those found
near  base  stations.  This  suggests  an  interactive  environmental  component  that  makes
experimental studies harder to replicate.

Sommer (2004) looked at lymphoma development in mice exposed to RF radiation, and found no
link. However, she did find a significant effect on body weight gain, as did Lerchl (2008). Pelletier
(2012) found that exposure to RF restricted body cooling, but increased energy intake in the form
of increased daytime food intake, without affecting sleep patterns.

It  is  accepted that  electromagnetic  fields  affect  the  behaviour  of  calcium  in  living  cells.  The
textbook symptoms of too little calcium, such as fatigue, muscle cramps, irregular heart rhythm
and gut problems are very similar to those reported by people who say they are affected by
microwave radiation. As long ago as  1975, Bawin reported that RF could remove structurally
important calcium ions from cell membranes at levels far too low to generate significant heat.
This makes them leak. The most serious effect is on the membranes of the lysosomes. When these
leak, they can release their enzymes and do serious damage to the rest of the cell, including to its
DNA. One effect of DNA damage is the disruption of cell division in the bone marrow, which
affects the production of healthy white blood cells and can lead to a reduced immunity to disease.

In medicine and food industries EMF is used for its bactericidal effects. The significant targets of
cellular mechanisms for EMF effects at resonant frequencies in bacteria could be water (H(2)O),
cell membrane and genome. The consequences for EMF interaction with bacteria are the changes
in their sensitivity to different chemicals,  including antibiotics.  These effects are important to
understand  with  regard  to  their  antibiotic  resistance.  EMFs  may  also  affect  the  cell-to-cell
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interactions in bacterial populations, since bacteria might interact with each other through EMF of
sub-extremely high frequency range (Torgomyan & Trchounian 2012). 

Rossi (2011) found that specific electromagnetic signals emitted by cells were transmitted through
the polystyrene wall, affecting cell proliferation rate and morphology, even though the cells were
growing in separate dishes. 

Pulses  carried  by  microwaves  are  particularly  dangerous.  This  is  because  their  very  short
wavelength allows the transmission of pulses with extremely rapid rise and fall times, and it is
the rate of change of the fields (rather than their total energy) that does most of the biological
damage; it catapults vital calcium ions away from cell membranes, which in turn makes them
leak.  This  leakage  can  explain  the  great  majority  of  the  observed  adverse  health  effects  of
prolonged exposure to electromagnetic radiation.

Esmekaya (2010) found that  “whole body exposure  to  pulse-modulated RF radiation similar  to  that
emitted by GSM mobile phones can cause pathological changes in the thyroid gland.”

Augner (2010) found various biomarkers of stress in the saliva of study participants exposed to
base station signals at low levels. The authors felt that these would be indicative of some of the
symptoms ascribed to RF-EMF exposure from the masts.

In an occupational study by Vangelova (2002) the long term effect of exposure to low-level RF
radiation evoked pronounced stress reaction with changes in the circadian rhythm. It needs to be
clarified as to what possible health hazards may result. 

Another occupational study by Yuan (2004) found that low-intensity VHF radiation can decrease
the nervous system function in occupationally exposed personnel and induce increase in some
kinds  of  enzymes  and  immunoglobulins  and  decreases  in  neurobehavior  function  tests.
Participants who were exposed reported symptoms such as headache, insomnia and amnesia. 

Hyland  suggested  (2008)  that  it  is  the  similarities  between  the  characteristics  of  external
microwave fields and the natural cellular qualities that cause the interactions between the two,
interfering with the cell’s optimum functioning. The incoming microwaves “undermine the efficacy
of processes that would otherwise afford natural protection against the development of pathology”.  The
microwaves can create ill-health effects by altering the protective effects of cellular behaviour.
Interestingly,  using microwaves in carefully considered therapeutic  ways can enable aberrant
behaviour of cells to be ‘normalised’ thus improving health. For more information on this, see our
article “The positive effects of EMFs”.

Physicists at UC Berkeley (Jensen 2007) have produced the world’s smallest radio out of a single
carbon nanotube that is 10,000 times thinner than a human hair. It serves as an antenna, tuner,
amplifier and demodulator. The nanotube absorbs the radio transmission and physically vibrates
in response, like a tuning fork or the tiny hairlike structures inside the human ear. The multi-
walled cylinders were better  at  picking up AM and FM transmissions and the single walled
nanotubes were best for receiving the frequencies used in cell phones. It is interesting that the
mechanism is by physical vibration of the nanotube in response to RF fields. This may give more
pointers as to the bio-detection capability of the body, even at a cellular level and also may well
invoke a bio-response. Pavicic (2008) found that 935MHz radiation affected microtubule proteins,
which the authors believed could obstruct cell growth.

Khurana  (2010)  reviewed 10  epidemiological  studies  looking  at  potential  health  effects  from
mobile phone base stations. 7 investigated neurobehavioural effects and 3 looked at cancer risk. 8
out of the 10 studies reported increased prevalence of adverse neurobehavioural symptoms or
cancer in populations living less than 500 metres from base stations. None of the studies reported
exposure  above accepted international  guidelines,  suggesting  that  current  guidelines  may be
inadequate in protecting the health of human populations.
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According  to  a  chapter  (by  Navakatikian  & Tomashevskaya  1994)  in  a  book,  edited  by  DO
Carpenter,  microwaves  at  nonthermal  levels  are  able  to  induce  behavioural  and  endocrine
changes at low power densities.

1 GHz exposure caused serious functional disorders in exposed cells in the form of a reduction of
their  spontaneous  motor  activity.  The  form  of  biological  reaction  observed  was  uncommon
(Sarapultseva 2009).

Exposure to 900 MHz fields caused damage that lead to death in single-cell organisms (Aksoy
2005). It is unclear whether the effects would be similar if the cells were in a living being.

Inhibition of effects

Litovitz  (1997)  showed  that  biological  changes  which  occurred  as  a  result  of  exposure  to
microwaves could be prevented by a simultaneous imposition of ELF 'noise.'

The need for precaution with respect to schoolchildren

Many of  the  symptoms  reported  by  people  living  near  mobile  phone  base  stations,  that  is,
concentration, learning and memory problems, behavioural changes, irritability and aggression
are particularly undesirable to be found occurring in school pupils. There has been a dramatic
increase in the use of wireless local area network (wLAN) systems and interactive whiteboards in
schoolrooms.  Enclosed  environments  (particularly  where  there  are  microwave-reflective
structures such as reinforced concrete, metal joists, steel furniture etc.) will add to the overall
exposure of children to microwave radiation. The study by Kolodynski & Kolodynska, referred to
above, found RF levels in the homes similar to those that children in classes with wLANs will be
exposed to.  

The ICNIRP guidelines (which determine the permitted exposure to RF by the general public), are
relevant only to heating effects. However, the bulk of the damage is due to direct electrical effects
on  the  stability  of  cell  membranes  and  can  occur  at  levels  orders  of  magnitude  lower.  It  is
generally accepted that about 3%of the population (about one child per class) will develop some
form  of  electromagnetic  hypersensitivity  (EHS)  and  a  larger  number  will  show  behavioural
problems, experience learning difficulties and risk permanent genetic damage.

A study reported by Powerwatch in 2000 (Section 4, study I), showed that in a comparison of 2
schools in the North East of England, one with a mast for almost 3 years, and one without, the
one with reported more children complaining of nausea, tiredness, memory loss, skin problems,
anxiety, and poor concentration.

Since 1997, there has been a four-fold rise in children diagnosed with hyperactivity and Attention
Deficit  Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) - indeed the National Institute for Clinical Excellence
now estimates that as many as 5% of children have this problem. It is possible that microwave
exposure plays a role in this rise. 

A councillor in London reported that he had been into homes where the children were “screaming
monsters”.  After he suggested to the parents that they switch off the wireless network for two
days, “the kids were transformed”.

The content of this article can be freely used with appropriate citation    
           www.powerwatch.org.uk or www.emfields.org 
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